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The global pandemic has forced 
organizations to very quickly 
adopt new ways of working, as 
they adapt to new customer 
behaviors, workforce productivity 
challenges and supply chain 
disruption. But the pandemic has 
also created a pivotal opportunity 
to address fundamental, 
longer-term improvements 
in how organizations interact 
with customers, suppliers, 
governments, and citizens –  
an opportunity to truly transform 
how they run their business.

While industry experts have been talking 
about digital transformation for many years, 
stories about true, enterprise-level results 
are rare. Data from the 2020 CGI Client 
Global Insights* report sheds light on why.

For the sixth year in a row, and even in 
light of the global pandemic, clients ranked 
“becoming digital to meet customer 
expectations” as the top trend affecting 
their industry. However, only 12% of clients 
are seeing results from their enterprise 
digital strategies.

In 2020, 46% report that digitization has a 
high impact on their organization’s business, 
versus 38% in 2019. For some organizations, 
producing desired outcomes is simply a matter 
of time. But digitization is more important now 
than ever. So what exactly is hindering the 
progress of most organizations and what 
can they do about it?

Client executives 
seeing a high  

impact of digitization 
on business

46%*

Client executives 
reporting results 
at the enterprise 

level

12%*

Each year, CGI leaders meet face-to-face with business and IT executives across the globe to hear the trends affecting their organizations and the implications for 
their business. In 2020, nearly 1,500 executives across 10 industries around the world participated in these in-depth, in-person interviews. The findings from our 
conversations provide a valuable global antenna that helps both our clients and CGI identify and benchmark industry best practices. 
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Why is “becoming digital” a top priority?

While often dismissed as a buzzword, 
becoming “digital” remains a top priority for 
most organizations. But why? Many established 
organizations were built on business models 
that evolved from the last industrial revolution. 
They gained competitive advantage by focusing 
on traditional strategies such as achieving 
economies of scale, building industry-specific 
processes that created high barriers to market 
entry and developing technology systems 
that emphasized operational efficiencies. 
Today, however, several trends are creating 
new competitive challenges to which many 
organizations are now responding.

Customers expect a superior experience

Earning customer loyalty takes more than simply analyzing demographic profiles 

and buying behaviors or making product improvements. Too often, organizations fail 

to recognize a customer’s need to get a job done – such as overcoming a challenge 

or completing a task – and neglecting to meet that need better than competitor 

alternatives. Every organization must now compete with the user experience offered 

by the most popular apps on a smart phone. For example, a bank customer 

expects to send and receive money through their bank as easily as they can split 

dinner with a friend on their peer payment app.
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Along with the pressure to meet increasing customer expectations, 
organizations are contending with a host of new competitors, often from 
entirely different industries. Who would have thought a decade ago that a 
supermarket would be competing against an online bookseller? Barriers 
such as customer access or economies of scale that once made it difficult to 
compete against incumbents in mature industries have come tumbling down.

The pace of change today also affects how organizations compete. As more 
functionality (e.g., software, platforms and infrastructure) becomes available 
as a service and organizations adopt new development methodologies 
(such as agile and DevOps), innovation accelerates, shrinking the lead-time 
from idea to production to a matter of days. As incumbents grapple with 
technical, process and cultural baggage carried over from another era, new 
competitors enter the market unencumbered. Becoming a digital organization 
allows parity to be achieved faster, eroding competitive advantage.

Barriers to entry are falling, while innovation is accelerating
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The rise of digital technologies is creating an exponential 
growth in data.
Gathering and managing large amounts of data – whether personal, environmental, telemetric 

or activity-based – have become table stakes. It is understanding how to take that data 

and make it meaningful in the “last mile” that presents the challenge and the opportunity. 

How can data be made useful for customers in a way that helps them solve problems 

without seeming to be clunky or intrusive, and provided in a way that helps build profitable 

relationships for a business? The answers to these types of questions have to start in a 

different place. Implementing technology to gather or process data is no longer the issue. 

The challenge lies in understanding people: what does a customer want, when do they want 

it and how can data be used to help them complete a job in a way they appreciate?

Organizations must overcome these disruptions to evolve their business models to take 

advantage of the new digital landscape – but they will only be successful if they also address 

the accompanying culture and change management issues at the same time by taking 

an end-to-end view. This requires an enterprise digital strategy and systems integration 

approach, and effective use of managed services to mitigate cost pressures and fund greater 

innovation.

Data growth is exploding
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Interestingly, organizations aren’t getting 
stuck so much on the technology, 
but rather on the human elements of 
transformation. In fact, 84% of executives 
we interviewed rank culture change and 
change management as the top barrier 
to becoming digital – a blocker that has 
persisted for three years running. Here 
are the top four areas where we see 
organizations getting stuck:

Getting the best ideas off the shop floor

Many organizations have no shortage of innovative 

ideas, but lack the operational processes and 

compelling business cases to fund and scale the best 

ones. Discrete digital projects and “pilots” are relatively 

easy to start. The change required is often isolated to 

a small group, and the funding to execute often can be 

found within the existing operational budget. However, 

as pilots prove themselves, scaling to the enterprise 

level becomes more difficult. The change required 

becomes highly complex and the funding necessary 

to roll out at scale often requires capital investment or 

even board approval.

Generating meaningful insights from data

One comment we often hear from clients is “we are 

drowning in data.” While the amount of transactional 

and contextual data an organization captures 

continues to grow exponentially, that data is still 

stored in too many disparate, incompatible and 

closed systems to allow for meaningful analysis. Many 

organizations must use their capacity and budget 

to clean up and unify data, instead of exploring their 

data for transformative insights. When requirements to 

focus on data privacy and security concerns dominate, 

it diminishes the potential business value of data to 

advance the business strategy such as by increasing 

revenue or decreasing costs.

of executives 
interviewed cite 
managing cultural 
change as a top 
barrier to digital 
transformation.

84%

Why are organizations getting stuck?

*
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Becoming truly agile

Adopting an agile approach to deploying digital 

technology usually starts out with enthusiasm in 

initiating pilots, training teams and celebrating early 

results. Early teams are staffed with known disruptors 

or enthusiastic groups who want to change how they 

work. As these early teams go back to their day jobs 

and agile is pushed across an organization to those 

who are less receptive to change, the benefits lose 

steam without proper training and coaching. Disillusion 

and resistance sets in as business outcomes aren’t 

fully realized. A course correction typically follows as 

management tries to instill consistency, standards and 

certifications. Old habits of execution start to take over 

and the business disengages as agile is dismissed as 

just another IT initiative.

Effectively dealing with technology debt

Legacy IT infrastructure persists as an anchor weight 

preventing real transformation. Most established 

organizations have spent decades building out their 

IT infrastructure to drive mission-critical business 

functions, supported by a workforce skilled and 

fully dedicated to keep that infrastructure humming. 

Turning these systems off or moving them to new 

platforms can be risky, costly and time-consuming. 

Many organizations are exploring how to leverage the 

cloud to reduce costs and become more agile, but few 

have determined how to balance the old and the new 

effectively, including security and data privacy risks.
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Six strategies to get traction for transformation

What lessons can be learned from the 12% of executives 
who are producing results from their digital transformation 
strategies to help the rest get unstuck?
In our view, all organizations undergoing 
transformation will experience more than one – 
if not all – of these challenges simultaneously. 
But, there are several strategies that a few 
leading digital organizations are employing to 
minimize the impact, and get unstuck. 

To draw on a simple analogy, imagine that 
the wheels of your vehicle are stuck in the 
snow. The more you press down on the gas, 
the less distance you travel and the more 
stuck you become. Forward progress – and 
getting where you need to go – often requires 
a set of counterintuitive actions. And, much 
like getting unstuck in the snow, getting your 

transformation initiatives unstuck is much easier 
when you have help.

In the same way that all four tires need to work 
together to get a vehicle unstuck, the following 
approaches when interconnected achieve the 
necessary traction to move forward.
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Create a new experience

Transformation requires the adoption and use 

of digital technology, but digital leaders first 

examine how to create improved customer 

and employee experiences. They employ a 

humancentered design approach, engaging 

in direct observation and interaction with 

customers and employees. Interdisciplinary 

teams work together to envision new 

business processes and product outcomes, 

reduce inefficient or redundant processes 

and focus not just on implementing a digital 

technology, but on creating an experience 

that truly matters to the customer or 

employee.

Ask the right questions

Digital leaders go beyond reengineering their data strategy to reimagining how they will use their data. 

Typically, a reengineering effort focuses an IT group on creating process efficiencies to make the existing 

(usually structured) data more accessible. How that data will be used by the business is often an 

afterthought, forcing business users to react to the data presented to them, and analysis happens after 

the fact.

Instead, digital leaders take a business-first approach to using their data. They start by asking customer-

driven questions that will lead to new insights. For example, an insurance company may ask, “What 

is causing delays in underwriting competitive agreements for our customers when they can get a 

mortgage quote on their phone in minutes?”

Digital leaders hypothesize what the answers should be. Can they take action in real-time with 

automated processes, or customer-facing solutions? Can they do so while maintaining data security and 

privacy? These questions are often bigger than their existing data strategy can answer. This presents 

an opportunity for business users to collaborate with their data and IT colleagues to build the right data 

models to gain insight.

of executives interviewed cite analytics as 
their most frequently planned innovation 
investment within the next 3 years

1 2

75%*
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Infuse organization into innovation

Digital leaders flip the notion of innovation on 

its head. Rather than following the traditional 

approach of finding ways to infuse innovation 

into their organization, they are focused on 

infusing organization into their innovation. 

How does an organization quickly distinguish 

the ideas that will deliver value from those 

that won’t? Using the data and insights from 

asking the right questions above, they build 

structured business cases to gain approval 

and fund the ideas with the greatest impact. 

Digital leaders secure C-level buy-in to 

create the right structure to fund, resource, 

champion and deliver innovations that add 

value. For innovations that shouldn’t advance, 

equal diligence is placed in harvesting 

lessons learned, and moving on.

Make agile the organization innitiative

Digital leaders make the implementation of 

agile methods a cross-functional initiative 

between IT and business units to improve 

alignment and increase positive outcomes 

by leveraging short iterations and structured 

validation of product quality. Scaling small-

team agile to the enterprise level is one of the 

key challenges. Correctly executed, scaled 

agile approaches promote strategic and 

tactical alignment to organizational goals, 

enables cultural change and promotes digital-

native behavior. Leaders in implementing 

scaled agile approach it holistically — 

re-engineering contracting and funding 

models, and addressing organizational 

barriers to support reduced time to market 

— to improve quality and foster continuous 

improvement.

3 4 of our executives 
interviewed cite legacy 
technology or agile 
constraints as a top 
barrier to transformation

71%*
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Engage all your leaders in the transformation

Transformation can only succeed with buy-in and visible 

support of leadership. Incremental change can happen at 

departmental levels or through discrete projects, but true 

transformation requires evolving the DNA of your organization 

– and possibly your own leadership approach.

By tying together disparate – often competing – business and 

technology initiatives into a comprehensive digital strategy, 

leaders can evangelize their vision across the organization 

by using innovative technologies and processes themselves. 

Leaders who practice “do as I say, not as I do” will soon 

find themselves stuck as they demand that the organization 

transforms below them while they continue to rely on 

old systems and processes. Such behavior signals that 

transformation is just another buzzword and the initiative can 

be sabotaged or slowwalked. Transformative leaders show 

employees how to connect the vision of the organization to 

their day-to-day work.

Clearly define an IT modernization strategy that supports transformation

One of the biggest transformation challenges organizations face is determining the future 

of their legacy IT. Given the endless supply of on-demand computing power available in 

the cloud, it’s no wonder that organizations with applications on legacy systems often feel 

like they’re falling behind just by standing still.

Digital leaders have a clear modernization strategy. This includes modernizing how they 

manage their legacy applications on-premises and how they leverage the cloud with 

a comprehensive approach that balances risk and value. They use clear evaluation 

criteria for identifying which applications should be modernized, re-platformed, migrated, 

decommissioned, consolidated or replaced. For new development, they often adopt 

cloud-native platforms and architectures to accelerate innovation at scale.

Once critical interdependencies are defined between areas such as cloud, agile, 

data analytics and customer experience, the heavy lifting begins in implementing an 

organizational readiness program that will prepare and engage employees to embrace 

change, and provide the leadership to build a workforce for the future.

of executives interviewed
indicate their organization  
uses the cloud in some form

5 6

83%*
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The way that your organization becomes unstuck won’t 
be like anyone else’s. While we can all learn valuable 
lessons from digital leaders, each organization has a 
unique set of customers, business objectives, cultural 
norms and business conditions to consider. We are 
your partner in seeing around corners – discovering and 
co-creating with you the most relevant and effective 
business and IT solutions that are next, as part of an 
end-to-end strategy. By multiplying the sum total of our 
experience and sitting together on the same side of the 
table with the challenge in front of us, let’s discover and 
imagine your digital future together.

Shaping what’s next

This viewpoint is part of CGI’s “Getting unstuck” series on how organizations can overcome the challenges related to becoming digital.

*Source for all statistics: 2020 CGI Client Global Insights
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About CGI

Insights you can act on
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and 

business consulting services firms in the world.

We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to help 

accelerate returns on your investments. Across hundreds 

of locations worldwide, we provide comprehensive, 

scalable and sustainable IT and business consulting 

services that are informed globally and delivered locally.
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